
Congratulations on your RestoGrill purchase!

This unique product is innovatively made to help you produce your in-home grill in a 
professional results! RestoGrill Charcoal is available in single or family sizes with an option 
of Western and Asian Grill Unit.

RestoGrill complies to the standard & regulations set by international qualifications of CE 
EN 16510-1:2018.

How to Use
1. Can only be used in open fire and open fire stoves, cannot be used for induction stoves.
2. Make sure the gas stove does not use a glass frame, to avoid the risk of collision.
3. Make sure the protective plastic is removed before the first use.
4. Preheat full power stove with RestoGrill for 12 minutes, for optimal heat levels.
5. When the heat is reached, lower the furnace power to 50% or adjust the grill type.
6. Starting the grill process, do not pour oil/margarine on the Lava Stone or the bottom of 

the grill box, because there is a risk of fire, only apply oil/margarine on the food to be 
grilled.

7. After prolonged use, the bottom of the RestoGrill will expand slightly, this is normal and 
will return when the RestoGrill cools down.

How to Clean
1. After use, wait about 2 hours for RestoGrill to cool down again.
2. Take the grill grill above, and remove the lava stone to a separate place.
3. Grill grill and box can be washed and brushed with soap.
4. Lava stone only needs to be cleaned with a brush.
5. Reinstall RestoGrill once it is clean and ready to use again.

IMPORTANT WARNING
1. Not for use by small children.
2. RestoGrill will get hot when worn, avoid direct touch.
3. RestoGrill cleaning should only be done in cold conditions.
4. Do not pour oil/margarine/butter in RestoGrill because there is a risk of fire, only apply 

oil/margarine/butter on the food to be grilled.


